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)unit 10  –unit 2  –Correct verbs in brackets : ( unit 1  

1-The police sergeant................................................... (interview) two people so far today. 
2- The detectives ......................................................... (interview) people all week. 

3-Hani ................................................... (study) law and history for four years. 

4-He………………………….( just come) out of the sea. He ................................. (swim) with his friends. 

5-Firass found it difficult to get up this morning. He ........................................... (work) late the night before. 

6-I would buy a new car if I--------------(get ) enough money. 

7-They were exhausted. They ................................... (climb) for many days. 

8-In 1997, the tunnel…………………………….. (use) by over a million. 

9-Three men ………………… (appear) in court tomorrow. 

10- As we …………………….. (walkup) the mountain, we came across a small camp site. 

11- The Panama Canal.................. (join) the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. 

12- Sand gazelles ……………………..(be) small mammals, weighing only 20 kg 

13- I will phone you as soon as you ---------------(arrive ). 

Unit 3     ( I wish ) 

14- Our city doesn‘t collect rubbish often enough.---------------------------------- 
15- I‘m not very good at math.------------------------------------------------------------ 
16- I can‘t read very quickly.--------------------------------------------------------------- 

17- Newspapers and magazines contain too many adverts.-------------------------------------------- 

Unit 4        (explanation and results )  

18- In the future, sea levels will rise (because – so that) the polar ice is melting. 
19-Loggers cut down trees (in order to – in order not to) sell the wood. 
20-Wildfires can (because – lead to) greater pressure on the Earth‘s most precious resource; water. 
21-Large areas of forest have been cut down, (in order to – with the result that) the soil is now dry and dusty. 

22- The people of Tristan da Cunha left (because of – because) volcanic activity. 

Unit 5      ( Explaining the possibilities ) 

23-  I‘m sure it‘s the postman. He always comes at this time. 

24- It‘s probably my brother. He usually rings at this time. 

25- I‘m sure that bats aren‘t birds – they don‘t have feathers. 

26- Tareq wants to be a teacher. He (can‘t, must) be very interested in education. 

27- I‘m sure that bats (can‘t, must) be birds – they don‘t have feathers. 

28- Someone waves to me from a car. It (might, can‘t) be my friend‘s father‘s car. 

ssive voice )( Pa       Unit 6     

29-. Many peoples occupied the city before becoming the Syrian capital.------------------------------------------ 

30- Human activities are destroying their natural habitat.--------------------------------------------------------------- 

31- Many thousands of people visit the city.------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

32- I have sent the letter to the wrong address.------------------------------------------------------------------- 

33- Elephants have changed the natural environment.------------------------------------------------------------- 

Reported question ) –Unit7       ( Reported speech  

34- Ruba: I‘m going out with my parents .Ruba said-------------------------------- 
35- My parents spend every day of their lives together. He said (that)--------------------------- 

1. 36- He was careful about his diet, and he ate only healthy food. Omar said-------------------------------- 

37- Are you hungry? She asked me----------------------------------------------- 
38- Where have you been? She asked him…………………………..…………………………………… 
39- When do you start and finish work? He asked them.............................................................. 

and Contrast )  ComparisonUnit8         (  

1. 40- It‘s expensive to live in the city (in comparison with, whereas) the country. 

1. 41- City people buy vegetables from shops, (whereas, in comparison with) country people often grow their 

own vegetables. 
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42- Farming is less profitable (than, to) it used to be. 

2. 43- Brasilia is a very modern city and (although, but) Damascus is a very old city. 

Unit 9        (Causative sentence ) 

44- She didn‘t make the dress herself. ……………………………………………………. 
45- He isn‘t going to take his own photo. 

46- My mother dyed her own dress blue. 

47- My brother cut his own hair. 

:a correct answer  Choose-Vocabularies       

48-The (type, fine) weather made me feel happy. 
49- Three men will appear in (type, court) tomorrow accused of dangerous driving. 

50-The government has given the (blue, green) light to the building of a new airport. 

51-He thought he might (make up, do up) an excuse. 

52- Our town is trying hard to cut (down, up) on the amount of waste it buries in the ground. 

53- Oranges are a different color (with, from) lemons. 
54- Many people are interested (in, on) the future of endangered animals 

55-  He left court a free man because he had proved that he was (innocent, innocence). 
56-  My weekly (earn, earnings) are twice as much as they were last year 

57- A country where the sun always shines has a dry (climate, weather). 

58- These potatoes are too hard. We obviously (undercooked, overcooked) them. 
59- Dates grow (on the ground - on trees). 

60- (Mammals – Reptiles) have dry skin and cold blood. 
61-  I heard the door (bang – splash). It sounded as if someone left in a hurry. 

62- Most of the time I love the hustle and (odds – bustle) of city life. 

63- You have to (strum - blow) a flute. 

64- You‘ve (faced – changed) your tune. Yesterday, you said you‘d never eat fast food again. 

65- Two children were (alike – afraid) of the fire. 

66- In Mexico she met the (Earth’s / world’s) oldest married couple. 
67- My mother‘s sister is my (aunt, niece). 

68- Can I (make, do) a suggestion? Why don‘t we (make, do) the shopping together? 

.the gapollowing sentences by filling Complete the f 

There is no doubt that computers are here to stay. Some jobs and many leisure activities would 

……69…….. impossible without them, but we should be aware ………70…. the possible dangers of 

spending too much time ……71….. our computers. 

My younger sister has always had 72 ……… talent for music. She started piano lessons 73------------the 
age of three and her teacher 74- ………astonished by how quickly she learned to play well. 
 75- ……… is the most outstanding pupil I have ever taught,‖ she said. ―As well as playing76……… piano. 
77. When I was a child, …………………………………………………………………..……. 
78. We were driving home when……………………………………………………………………. 

79- By the time he reached the top, 

80- If I were you , ------------------------------- 

81- Salwa: …….……………………………..……..….? 
Bader: The Eden Project opened in the year 2000. 
82-Salwa: ……………..…………………………………...? 
Bader: It is in the countryside in England. 
83-Salwa: …………….……………..……………………...? 
Bader: People come to see plants from all over the world. 
Salwa: What would you do if you visited the EdenProject? 
84- Bader: ……………………………
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I- Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 

Chemically speaking, caffeine was first extracted 
from plants in its pure form in 1820. But now, it can 
be made in the laboratory. Caffeine is an odourless, 
slightly bitter solid. Caffeine dissolves in water and 
alcohol and its crystals look like needles. When 
caffeine is removed from the source plant and 
reduced to its purest state, it forms a white powder. 
This powdered form of caffeine is very bitter, which 
is why many drinks containing caffeine also contain 
lots of sugar or other sweeteners. Caffeine is used 
as a stimulant of the heart and nervous system in 
certain disorders and is found in a number of non-
prescription pain-killing preparations. Caffeine may 
not be addictive in the classic sense, but the body 
does build up a tolerance over time. Some people 
find it difficult to function without at least one cup of 
strong coffee or tea in the morning. The stimulating 
effects of caffeine are caused by a central nervous 
reaction. The heart rate increases, blood vessels 
expand and the brain receives more oxygen. This 
effect can last up to an hour. 

Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 

8- Caffeine is a white powder which has no…… 

a. smell      b. taste     c. both a, b 

9- The heartbeat ................ when caffeine is taken. 

a. becomes less b. becomes more c. is not affected 

Match two of the underlined words from the text to 
the definitions below: 

10- the instructions for a medicine or treatment 

11- a substance that makes people more alert or 
excited 

Complete the following sentences with 
information from the text: 

12- The taste of caffeine is……….. 

13- Two effects of caffeine on the human body are... 

   Read the following text, then do the tasks below:  

The first paper was made from cloth nearly two 

thousand years ago in China. Although paper 

can be made from all kinds of materials, such as 

cotton fibres, grass or sugar cane, these days 

wood pulp is the material most commonly used 

to make 'new paper' – that is, paper which 

contains no old or recycled paper. The modern 

world uses so much paper that environmentalists 

have persuaded us that we should recycle old 

paper. Although we use wood pulp from trees to 

make new paper, it is not true that recycling 

paper saves trees. Trees are a commercially 

grown long-term crop, so that when they are cut 

down, new ones are planted. Also, papermakers 

use the parts of trees that cannot be used in 

other industries such as building and furniture 

making. Nearly all new paper is made from wood 

grown in sustainable forests. Recycling paper is 

less harmful to the environment than burying it in 

landfill sites. This is because paper that is buried 

in the ground rots and produces methane, which 

is a powerful greenhouse gas. papermakers use 

the parts of trees that cannot be used in other 

industries such as building and furniture making. 

Answer the following questions: 

1- Where was paper first made? 

…………………………………………………… 

2. What do environmentalists recommend us to do? 

…………………………………………………… 

3. Why is recycling paper  less harmful to the 
environment than burying it in landfill sites.? 

Find words in the text which mean the following: 

4- Wood after it has been crushed………… 

5 -a very small piece of paper, wood, cloth, etc.…- 

Rewrite these sentences about the text to 

correct the information. 

6- Paper can be made from wood pulp only.         
7-Trees are planted for a short time. 
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Complete the following sentences using 
clauses: 
29-James was nervous because ………, 

3 30- I want to be an archaeologist when…………… 

Choose the correct words in brackets: 
31- We need to protect some animals (because–so) 
they don't become extinct. 
32- (Mammals–Reptiles) have dry skin and cold 
blood 
33- ( Whereas , But) Seoul has a population of over 
10 million people, Paris only has 2 million. 
Correct the verbs in brackets:  

 34- He….………….. ( study ) law for three years. 
35- Sofia ………… ( arrive ) in England seven 
years ago. 
36- Fadia did not go to school yesterday because 

she -----------(feel ) ill  

Translate the following sentence into Arabic: 
37-People need to keep clean in space to stay 
healthy and avoid spreading 
germs.. 
 
Translate the following sentence into English: 

 . 38ل تغيير المناخ لأنه تهديد للحياة على الارض العلماء قلقون حو

:Composition 

Write a composition of no less than 80 words 
on the following topic 
Write a letter to a local newspaper making 
recommendations which might help to solve 
problem. 
● There are very few public places in your town 

.people can go to keep fitwhere  

 

 

THE END 

Good luck 

Mohammad Alloubad 

 

 

something know 

 

 

something known  

 

 

 

Complete the following sentences by filling in 
the gaps: 
When we talk14---------- animal migration we mean 
the movement of 15---------- animal from the place 
where it has16 --------- living to a different place and 
the return journey to that animal‟s original home. 
Fill in the spaces with words from the list. Use 
each word once only: 
illnesses -heard-germs- carried-careful 
Doctors ……17….of Pasteur’s work. They began to 
be more…18…….. They stopped putting 
people with different kinds of ……19…in the same 
room. Germs could be…20……, they thought, from 
one person to the other. 
Complete the following dialogue by writing 
suitable questions or answers. 
 Write at least three words for each question: 
21- A : ………………………………………….? 
B : I left England because I wanted to find work. 
22- A: …………………………………………..? 
B: I'm living in Australia now. 
A: How long have you been living in Australia? 
23- B: ……………………………………………. 
24- A: ………………………….…………………? 

B: I work for a travel agency in the city centre. 
Rewrite the following sentences as required in 
brackets: 
25- Have you seen my briefcase. 
........................................................................ 
( reported question with Hani asked Amer ) 
26- You waste too much paper.…………………. 
( I wish ) 
27- We didn't cut down the trees in our garden 
ourselves. 
........................................................................ 
( Use causative verb ) 
28- Human activities are destroying their natural 
habitat.. 
………………………………………… 

( Change into the passive voice ) 
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II- Read the following text then do the tasks below: 
For a human being to go into space, survive and 
conduct important research, there needs to be 
careful organisation and planning. Daily life inside 
an airtight space shuttle or space station requires 
much more than just oxygen and heat. People 
require the correct atmosphere, a mechanism for 
removing the carbon dioxide that living things 
produce, and a reliable means of day-to-day living 
in microgravity . For humans to survive in space 
for months at a time, all these things need to be 
very carefully planned. If, for example, the carbon 
dioxide extractor doesn’t work, or the system for 
maintaining the correct atmosphere breaks down, 
then they will die. The machinery is complex, yet it 
must not break down once; all the supplies are 
important, yet spares cannot be carried because of 
limited space. A small miscalculation in the 
planning and preparation of the space mission will 
probably mean the death of everyone on board 
.Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 
8- A small miscalculation in the planning and 
preparation means………………… 
a .Live b. death c. survive 
9- Organization and planning are important for 
people to ................ 
a. go into space b. continue to live and conduct 
research c. both (a) and (b) 
Match two of the underlined words from the 
text to the definitions below: 
10- an extra item or amount 
11- not allowing air to escape or pass through 
 Complete the following sentences with 
information from the text: 
12- A small miscalculation in the planning and 
preparation will result…………….. 
13 Daily life inside an airtight space shuttle or  
space station needs…………….. 

 

   Read the following text, then do the tasks below:  

The Geneva Convention is a set of international 
laws that protect injured soldiers and civilians during 
war. The law makes sure that every person is 
treated well and with respect. The first treaty was 
written in 1864 but it is often changed due to 
different types of war. It was significantly updated in 
1949 after World War Two. Syria is one of 200  
countries in the world that agrees to follow the laws 
of the Geneva Convention. The agreement is 
important because during war a country might need 
help from neutral organizations to care for the 
wounded. The Red Crescent is one of the 
organisations that provides aid during times of war. 
It also helps injured people during peacetime, and 
you may have seen ambulances with the Red 
Crescent symbol in the street. Countries who follow 
the laws of the Geneva Convention must not attack 
civilians, and they are not allowed to fight someone 
who is already hurt. It is illegal to ignore these rules, 
and a country found guilty of committing war crimes 
will be tried in a court of law and can be severely 
punished. All soldiers, civilians and prisoners may 
receive medical help from doctors and nurses. They 
can be taken to a hospital without being attacked. 
Food can also be given to people involved in a 
conflict. Under the Geneva Convention it does not 
matter what religion, gender or nationality a person 
is or what his political views are; if someone is sick 
he must be treated without prejudice. 

Answer the following questions: 

1- How does the Geneva Convention help the 
victims of war? 

…………………………………………………… 

2. Why was The Geneva Convention changed 
often? 

…………………………………………………… 

3. When can a country be tried and punished? 

Find words in the text which mean the following: 

4- help………… 

5 hurt; wounded ………………………- 

Rewrite these sentences about the text to 

correct the information. 

6- The Geneva Convention takes care of particular 
people only 

7- If someone is sick he can be severely punished.  
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The rainforest of the Amazon region of Brazil in South America covers five percent of the world’s land surface and is home to at least 30 percent of the world’s animals and plants. . The area is also the home of 220,000 people from about 180 different tribes who live deep in the forest. The rainforest itself is an important environment but, because of its size and location, it also plays a vital part in controlling the world’s climate. It does this by taking in carbon dioxide and releasing oxygen. however, large areas of the Amazon rainforest have been cut down to make more land for farmers. Farmers use most of the new land to grow soya beans, which they export to other parts of the world to be used as animal food. Millions of chickens in western European countries are fed on South American soya beans. Increasingly, some soya beans are also being turned into food for human consumption; many vegetarian foods are based on soya beans. These activities help to improve the economy of the region, but at the expense of the future of the global environment. In addition to destroying ancient forests and changing the world’s climate, deforestation is having a devastating effect on native populations who are dependent on the rainforest for everything they need, from food and tools to medicines and shelter.
  Answer the following questions:  
1- Why are the rainforests being destroyed? 2 Who lives deep in the rainforest? 
3- What are soya beans used for?
  Find words in the text which mean the following:
 4- send something for sale in another country
 5- the eating or drinking of something  
Rewrite these sentences about the text to correct the information:
  6 It controls the world’s climate by taking in oxygen and releasing carbon dioxide.
 7- deforestation is having a good effect on people 
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Complete the following sentences using clauses: 
29-He retired when  …………….. 

3   30- Damascus is a very old city ,whereas … 

Choose the correct words in brackets: 
31- My sister is a very ( able – ability ) student . 

 32 -A job has ( come out – come up ) at the polar  
research centre  
33- Landline phones are large and heavy (in comparison 
with, whereas) mobile phones.  

brackets:Correct the verbs in   

 34- The couple-----------(have ) a baby recently . 
35- As we -----------(walk ) the mountain , we came 
across a small camp site . 
36- In 1997 , the tunnel-----------(build )by over a 
million . 
Translate the following sentence into Arabic: 
37- The physics of fluids in microgravity is not 
completely understood. 
 Translate the following sentence into English: 

 38وتوجب إعادة بناؤها . دمرت ثلاثة منازل خلال العاصفة
:Composition 

Write a composition of no less than 80 words 
on the following topic 
Write about the problem of climate change and 
suggest two or three ways in which ordinary people 
can reduce amount of energy they use .. 

 

 

THE END 

Good luck 

Mohammad Alloubad 

 

 

something known  

 

 

something known  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete the following sentences by filling in 
the gaps: 

Al Ain‘s International Airport, 14- …………….. was 
opened in 1994, has over half a million passengers 
each year. 
In the past, Al Ain 15- ………….. famous for its 
traditional system of watering the land. Water was 
directed 16- ……….. man-made tunnels to local 
farms.  
.Fill in the spaces with words from the list. Use 
each word once only: 
 died-saved-killing –silkworm-mad) 
We must kill the germs without …17……the 
animals or people.’ Pasteur found a way to kill the 
germs on …18….eggs and the whole country was 
thankful. But during his years of work three of his 
own children……19….. Even in his sadness he 
believed that other children’s lives could be 
…20…….if he could stop germs from spreading 
Complete the following dialogue by writing 
suitable questions or answers. 
 Write at least three words for each question: 
21- A : ……………………………………….? 
B : We went to Homs last summer. 
22- A:…………………………………………..? 
B: We stayed there for one week. 
23- A: ……………………………………….? 
B: We met some tourists in the market. 
A: Where do you go on your holiday? 
24- B: ………………………………………….. 
Rewrite the following sentences as required in 
brackets: 
25- When did you get back ? 
........................................................................ 
( reported question with I asked Amer ) 
26- You waste too much paper.…………………. 
( I wish )………………………… 
27- My mother dyed her own dress blue . 
........................................................................ 
( Use causative verb ) 
28- Engineers had to make an artificial land . 
………………………………………… 

( Change into the passive voice ) 
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II- Read the following text then do the tasks below: 
Alfred Nobel (1833-1896) was a Swedish chemist, 
engineer, innovator, armaments manufacturer and the 
inventor of dynamite. Nobel was born on 21 October, 
1833, in Stockholm, Sweden. He was educated in 
Russia, France and the United States. He was fluent in 
five languages and had a great interest in 
literature.Nobel was also very interested in social and 
peace-related issues, and held views that were 
considered radical for his time. Nobel travelled widely, 
then returned to work in his father‟s factory in St 
Petersburg, Russia. Later, in Sweden, Nobel began to 
experiment with explosions. In 1867, he received a 
patent for dynamite. About 1875 he produced an even 
more powerful explosive called blasting gelatin. In all, 
Nobel held more than 100 patents. Nobel died in 1896 
and was buried in Stockholm. The incorrect publication 
in 1888 of a premature obituary of Nobel by a French 
newspaper, condemning him for his invention of 
dynamite, is said to have brought about his decision to 
leave a better legacy after his death. On November 27, 
1895, Alfred Nobel made his last will in Paris. When it 
was opened and read after his death, the will caused a 
lot of controversy both in Sweden and internationally, 
as Nobel had left much of his wealth for the 
establishment of a prize! 
His family opposed the establishment of the Nobel 
Prize, and the people he asked to award the prize 
refused to do what he had requested in his will. Thus, it 
was five years before the first Nobel Prize could be 

awarded in 1901. 
Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 
8-Dynamite is .................. blasting gelatin. 
a. more powerful than  
b. b. less powerful than  
c. c. as powerful as 
9-.................... made Nobel make his will of awarding 

the prize                                                                        

a. His family b. His 100 patents c. The premature 

obituary 

Match two of the underlined words from the 
text to the definitions below: 
10- a notice of the death of someone 
11- someone who introduces changes and new ideas 
Complete the following sentences with 
information from the text: 
12- Noble could speak…………….. 
13- In his time, Nobel‟s opinions were looked at as 
……. 

 

 

 

 

Read the following text, then do the tasks below:  

It may seem very strange, but plants are always in 

danger from animals which want to feed on them. 

If this happens, the plant can be damaged or even 
killed. So, because their roots, trunks, leaves, 
flowers, fruits and seeds are under constant attack 
from mammals, insects or birds, plants have 
developed ways of protecting themselves from these 
enemies. Here are some of the ways plants 

stop animals from attacking and eating them. 

Some plants which grow in dry climates, for 

example cactuses, store large quantities of water 

in their stems. To protect themselves, they have 

sharp thorns. Animals will hurt themselves if they 

try to get to the water from these plants. Other 

plants, like stinging nettles, can ‘inject’ painful or 

irritating substances into their enemies by means 

of the sharp hairs on their leaves. There are many 

plants which protect themselves by poisoning 

their enemies. In some cases the poison they 

contain is so powerful that it can kill any living 

thing which touches or eats them. The poison can 

be in the leaves, the seeds or berries, or in other 

parts of the plant. 

 Answer the following questions: 
1- Why do plants need to protect themselves? 
……………………………………………………… 
2- Which part of a nettle can hurt enemies? 
……………………………………………………… 
3- Where can the poison be found in plants? 
…………………………………………………… 
Find words in the text which mean the 
following: 
4- The main part or large stem of a tree. 
5- Weather condition  
 Rewrite these sentences about the text to 
correct the information: 
6- Some plants which grow in wet  climates,  store 
 large quantities of water in their leaves…………………… 
7- The poison they contain is so weak that it can't  
kill any living thing 
………………………………………………………. 
 
 
 

b
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The Eden Project, which opened in the year 2000, is a living plant museum in the countryside in the south-west of England. It is a very popular attraction and millions of visitors come every year to see plants from all over the world growing in this special environment. Some plants grow outside, but many are in specially-built domes, called ‘biomes’, where the temperature and humidity are carefully controlled. The biomes are like giant greenhouses and one, the Humid Tropics biome, is the largest greenhouse in the world. It is over 55m high and 200m long and contains many thousands of exotic plants not found in England. One of the purposes of the project is to show how dependent human beings are on plants and to educate people on the importance of preserving our natural environment. Aside from the plant life, the Eden Project has fascinating interactive exhibits for people of all ages. Many of the visitors are groups of school children and the Eden Project combines educational value with scientific interest and a huge variety of spectacular plant life. 
 Answer the following questions: 
 1. What is special about the Eden Project? 
2. What educational uses could the Eden Project serve? 
3. Who visits the Eden Project? Why?  Find words in the text which mean the following: 
4- unusual, foreign 
5- objects that are shown in a museum  Rewrite these sentences about the text to correct the information:  
6- It is a very popular attraction and thousands of visitors come every day. 
7- Many of the visitors are groups of m
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Complete the following sentences using 
clauses:  
29-I arrived late  because......................................... 
30- If you want to keep fit , …………………….. 
Choose the correct words in brackets: 
31- 31- Before we can sell the flat, we’ll have to (do it 
up / do without it). 
32- When he came (at – round) after his operation, 
he felt fine. 
33- They have given the ( blue – green ) light to the 
building of a new incinerator 
 Correct the verbs in brackets: 
 34- We’ll have to do the room up before anyone 
……………(sleep) there. 
35- Omar passed all his exams. He …..………. 
( revise) non-stop for a month. 
36- When the rescue team arrived, thousands of 
families ………………………………..(become) 
refugees. 
 Translate the following sentence into Arabic: 
37-Virtual Reality will allow people to live, work and 
interact with others in an electronic world.. 

following sentence into English  .Translate the  

 وعي متزايد حول أهمية الحفاظ على الحيوانات البرية هناك في سوريا
.38- 

:Composition 

Write a composition of no less than 80 words 
on the following topic 
Write an account of visit you have made . 
 

THE END 

Good luck 

Mohammad Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ing sentences by filling in Complete the follow
the gaps: 

Tree kangaroos ,14------------are found only in the 
rainforest of Australia and West Papua , are in   
danger15--------------becoming extinct for twomain 
reasons .Firstly , they are hunted for16----------meat 
and fur , and secondly their natural habitat has 
been destroyed by human activities . 
Fill in the spaces with words from the list. Use 
each word once only: 
(turn- tears- saved-married-hard) 
With …17…..in their eyes the girls parted, and 
Marie worked very ……18……for six years to pay 
for her sister’s studies. At last it was 
Marie’s…19…., 
but by the time she got to France, her sister was 
…20…..and could not give her much help 
Complete the following dialogue by writing 
suitable questions or answers. 
 Write at least three words for each question: 
21- A :…………………………………………….? 
B The Geneva Convention is a set of international 
laws 
22- A:……………………………………………..? 
B: The Geneva Convention protects injured 
soldiers and civilians 
23- A:……………………………………………. 
B: The first treaty was written in 1864 
24- A: What is a typical punishment for a less 
serious crime?. 
B: ………………………………………………  
Rewrite the following sentences as required in 
brackets: 
25 What time do you have to be there? 
……………………………………………… 
(report using Laila asked Fadia)  
26- I'm a slow reader. 
……………………………………………………… 
( I wish )  
27- I couldn’t repair the car myself. 
……………………………………. 
( causative verb )  
28- people hunt tree kangaroos for their meat and   
fur. 
   ( Change into the passive voice ) 

something known  

 

 

something known  
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Read the following text then do the tasks below: 

One of the most significant moments in IT history 
occured at the close of the twentieth 
century when experts predicted that computer 
systems would malfunction at midnight on 31 
December 1999. Computer scientists speculated 
that IT programmes would stop working or 
produce incorrect results because they stored 
years with two digits instead of four – 98 instead 
of 1998, for example. They believed that the year 
2000 would be represented by 00, and would be 
interpreted by software as the year 1900. This 
became known as the Millennium Bug, or the Year 
2000 Problem. They predicted that IT systems, 
ranging from meteorological devices and hospital 
equipment to data storage systems in 
governments, banks and airports, would fail. When 
midnight arrived, the Millennium Bug caused only 
minimal damage; some Australian bus-ticket 
machines failed to work and a few British banking 
transactions were temporarily disrupted. Many 
still debate whether the Millennium Bug’s limited 
effect was thanks to substantial government 
expenditure or whether its predicted threat was 
over-stated by the media. 
Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 
8- The Millennium Bug caused ………………….. 
damage. 
a. Large       b. small      c. huge 
9- The Millennium Bug was also known 
as………………… 
a. the year 1800 b. the year 1900 
c. the year 2000 
Match three of the underlined words from the 
text to the definitions below: 
10- The act of buying and selling something 
11- The failure of a device to work 
 Complete the following sentences with 
information from the text: 
12- When midnight arrived, the Millennium Bug 
caused………………….. 
13- IT programmes would stop working because 
they………………. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Read the following text then do the tasks below: 
When we talk about animal migration we mean 
the movement of an animal from the place where 
it has been living to a different place and the 
return journey to that animal’s original home. 
Most animal migrations are recurrent events 
which happen at certain times of the year. Animals 
usually migrate to find food or to raise their young. 
Incredibly, most migrating animals follow the 
same route every year and from generation to 
generation. Land animals may cross mountains or 
forge through rivers, while birds and insects travel 
extensive distances, sometimes across continents 
and oceans. Fish and other sea creatures may 
migrate halfway round the world. For example, the 
grey whale can travel as much as 20,000 
kilometers. Many animals migrate to northern 
regions during the northern summer because the 
long summer days mean that there is always plenty 
of food. In the autumn, when the weather gets 
colder, many animals migrate south to find food 
and warmer weather (the southern summer). Some 
animals migrate every year, doing the two journeys 
in one year, but others migrate only if they need to 
find food or for more temperate weather. 
Answer the following questions: 
1.Why do animals migrate? 
2. Why do some animals migrate northwards in 
  summer? 
 3. Do all animals make the same number of 

migrations every year?why? 
 Find words in the text which mean the 
following: 
4.trip 
5. bring up children 
Rewrite these sentences about the text to 
correct the information: 
6. Most animal migrations are recurrent events 
which happen at all times. 
7. Many animals migrate north to find food and 
warmer weather. 
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Complete the following sentences using 
clauses: 
29- I spilt tea on my homework, so……………… 
30- I’ve travelled far and wide, but…… 
Choose the correct words in brackets: 
31- In the afternoon the sun came (over – out). 
32- Many people believe that the worst crimes are 
murder and other (violence, violent) acts. 
33- We thought the restaurant bill was too high. 
We were right – the waiter had (overcharged 
/undercharged) us. 
Correct the verbs in brackets: 
34- In the future, sea levels …………………(rise).. 
35- I .............................................. (try) to phone you 
all morning.. 
36- When I ………………..(be) a child, I used to love 
building tree houses. 
Translation: 
Translate the following sentence into Arabic: 
37- Bacteria are tiny cells that live everywhere on 
Earth, including in our bodies.. 
Translate the following sentence into English: 
38- بسرعة كبيرة جدا  جريمة الحاسوبيتغير القانون المتعلق ب  
Composition: 
Write a composition of no less than 80 words 
on the following topic 
You are going to write a short biography of 
someone who has had an interesting or unusual life. 
Write a brief biography of a young person you 

know we 

 

 

THE END 

Good luck 

Mohammad Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
III- Complete the following sentences by filling 
in the gaps: 
In Syria you will rarely find ‗old people‘s homes‘. 
When my parents 14- ……………. old, my sister 
and I will help 
look after 15- ……………….. . Traditional values 
teach sons and daughters to honour their fathers 
and mothers 
16- ………………. show love and care to them as 
they grow old.  
Fill in the spaces with words from the list. 
Use each word once only: 
(-studied- bright-rest-simple-died) 
Louis Pasteur was a …17……boy, although his 
teachers said he was slow and always behind the 
…18……of his class. The reason for this 
was……19…..: Louis was very careful in 
everything 
he did. He wanted to understand all that he 
……20….and he asked many questions. 
Complete the following dialogue by writing 
suitable questions or answers. Write at least 
three words for each question: 
21- Salwa: …………..………..…………….….? 
Bader: There are twenty-five students in my 
class. 
22-Salwa: ……………………………….….? 
Bader: My school was opened in 1975. 
23-Salwa: ………………………………….….? 
Bader: The address of the school is 17, 10th 
Avenue. 
Salwa: How many students are there in your 
school? 
24-Bader: …………………………………….…. 
required in brackets: 
25- Have you seen my briefcase.? 
........................................................................ 
(report using Laila asked Fadia ) 
26- the government gave the people new 
homes. 
……………………………………………….. 

( Change into the passive voice ) 
27- We didn't cut down the trees in our garden 
ourselves.. 
……………………………………………………. 
( Use causative verb ) 
28- We have to start work very early tomorrow 
morning. 
........................................................................ 
( Use I wish…… ) 
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II- Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 
Recycling is not a complete answer to the solid 
waste problem. Some materials cannot be recycled. 
There are not enough uses for some recycled 
products, such as low-quality newspaper. Finally, all 
recycling processes require energy and create some 
pollution. Not all the materials we use have to be 
recycled. By reusing objects, we can reduce the 
need for disposal sites and the polluting machinery 
used for some recycling processes. Empty glass 
bottles and jars can become flower vases, candle 
holders or storage vessels for rice, pulses and 
sugar. Plastic bags can be used as floor coverings or 
for insulating your 
home. 
.Choose the correct answer a , b or c : 
8. .............................. can be recycled. 
a. All materials b. Not all materials c. No materials 
9. We can get floor coverings by ……………. 
a. reusing plastic bags  
b. reusing glass bottles  
c. neither (a) nor ( b 
)Match two of the underlined words from the 
text to the definitions below: 
10- a container used for holding liquids 
11- seeds such as peas that you can eat 
Complete the following sentences with 
information from the text: 
12- Instead of recycling objects, we can…………….. 
13-Two disadvantages of recycling are that…………. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read the following text then do the tasks 
below: 
Syria has undergone a period of modernization in 
the last few years, with new buildings and 
improved transportation services in its cities. Yet 
it remains an ancient land that has enjoyed 
involvement and interaction with many different 
civilizations over the last ten thousand years. 
Syria’s historical importance and its crucial 
location at the crossroads of several ancient 
trading routes mean that a wide variety of crafts 
have developed. However, the fast pace of 
globalization is threatening the skilled local 
artisans who strive to preserve these wonderful 
traditions. As cheaper, mass-produced goods are 
imported from abroad, it is important that people 
are made aware of these traditional crafts and 
those who practice them. In the city of Aleppo 
there is a market dedicated to protecting 
handmade copper goods, to ensure that this 
ancient craft does not vanish. Copper artifacts 
have been discovered all over the region. Some of 
these artifacts date to the Bronze Age, around 
3000 BCE. Historians have identified a number of 
uses for the material including weaponry, jewellery 
and ornaments. These items give us information 
about the way ancient peoples lived and 
interacted. 
Answer the following questions: 
1.Why are copper artifacts useful to historians? 
2. What age do some copper artifacts date to? 
3. What was copper used for in the past? 
Find words in the text which mean the 
following: 
4. having a special ability or talent 
5. very important or significant 
Rewrite these sentences about the text to 
correct the information 
6. Copper artifacts date to the Golden Age 
7. Syria has old building and transport services 
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Complete the following sentences using 
clauses: 
29- The driver stopped after........................ 
30- I was  angry because .................................. 
Choose the correct words in brackets: 
31- Storms caused the (destroyed - destruction) of 
most of the crops. 
32- Many people are interested (in – on ) the 
future of endangered animals. 
33- The fire had started when everyone was 
(asleep – alight). 
Correct the verbs in brackets: 
34- We were driving home when we ......... ( come) 
across a burning car. 
35- Mrs. Chin said she ………(never do) paid work 
36- He’s just come out of the sea. 
He…………(swim) with his friends 
Translation: 
Translate the following sentence into Arabic: 
37- Rainfall dissolved some of the chemicals from 
the waste, forming a liquid called leachate. 
Translate the following sentence into English: 
38- التصحر هو العملية حيث تتحول الارض المنتجة الى صحراء    
Composition: 
Write a composition of no less than 80 words 
on the following topic 
Should motorists who drive too fast in 
residential areas be banned from driving? 

 

 

 

THE END 

Good luck 

Mohammad Alloubad 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Complete the following sentences by filling 
in the gaps: 
Tareq 14- ………… born in Damascus in 1962 into 
a successful Syrian family. His father worked as a 
civil servant and his mother, 15- ………………… 
had once been a teacher, was a hardworking 
housewife. 16- ……………….brother Hani was 
very bright. 
Fill in the spaces with words from the list. 
Use each word once only: 
experiments-heat- -mathematics -poor-bread) 
Again Marie worked. She studied in a small room 
without …17..or light. She lived on …18..and tea 
most of the time, but all she ever thought of was 
…19……and science. This was her world, and 
above all, she liked her…20….. It was in Paris that 
she met and married Pierre Curie, a young 
scientist who had already earned respect. 
 Complete the following dialogue by writing 
suitable questions or answers. Write at least 
three words for each question: 
21-Salwa: …….……………………………….? 
Bader: We went to Lattakia last week. 
22-Salwa: ……………………………………...? 
Bader: we met many tourists at the beach . 
Salwa: What was weather like? 
23-Bader: ……………………………………... 
24-Salwa: …………………………………….? 
Bader: There are hundreds of species of fish and 
plants.  
Rewrite the following sentences as 
required in brackets: 
25- Did you enjoy your holiday? 
........................................................................ 
(report using Laila asked Fadia ) 
26- They constructed  large halls between the 
sections.……………………………….. 
( Change into the passive voice ) 
27-My father doesn’t clean his car himself. 
( Use causative have )  
28- I‘m not old enough to go to school.. 
........................................................................ 

( Use I wish…….. ) 
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